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Buffalo, Missouri: “Part of telling the entire wildlife story is to experience the hunting lifestyle and what
better places to enjoy time afield than professionally run and managed hunting plantations and lodges”
states Craig Alderman of QUWF. “Today we are pleased to announce three more new large acreage
properties for all hunting enthusiasts to enjoy” explains Craig. “Anderson Creek in North Carolina, Reneau
Farms and 2 M Outfitters in Texas offer thousands of acres of great hunting, professional guides and the real
treat for wing shooters, large kennels of well trained dogs and handlers to hunt over and with” details
Alderman.
““Places to Hunt” and enjoy a great hunting experience are welcomed by our outdoor community and we are
pleased to continually expand options for our membership, sponsors and partners to enjoy. These properties
offer a multitude of hunting challenges from deer and turkey to quail, dove, duck, chucker, elk, mule deer and
provide varying levels of hunts for all to enjoy. The QUWF Plantation and Hunting Lodge members offer
hundreds of thousands of acres to excite any hunter and some will let you bring your own dogs. Many
perform intense wildlife habitat and population work, “turnin-the-dirt” helping to keep the wild critters on the
landscape” explains Nick Prough, Chief Wildlife Biologist for QUWF.
Details and contact information on all “Places to Hunt” are being posted and featured on QUWF’s web site
including these three new facilities ready to take you and your hunting buddies on a great experience
outdoors. Check them out and load the truck.
Quail and Upland Wildlife Federation, Inc.™, a tax exempt 501(c)(3) conservation organization, serves its
members and chapters nationwide, providing a strong local source of habitat focus on quail and upland
wildlife and population recovery. Millions of dollars of habitat work have been completed by its members over
the years on thousands of acres of both private and public lands, now that work continues with a renewed
vitality. Our chapters from coast to coast, provide the grass roots, local habitat work that is making a
difference each and every day. For more information or to join QUWF please visit our website at
www.quwf.net.
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